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1 Introduction
This report is the draft final report of the project “Fostering collaboration through mapping, analysing, and
interlinking European Entrepreneurial Regions – Phase II, supported by EISMEA and DG GROW, covering the
developments between 6 June 2021 and 5 January 2022. The project has been implemented by Technopolis
Group (Consortium leader) together with IDEA Consult, European Business Network and ISMERI Europa.
The main purpose of this report is to present the main results of the project and to describe the work performed
including the main outcomes and impact. The report also includes:


List of final deliverables



Issues encountered and how they have been solved



Lessons learned and results achieved.

The report makes an overview of the status of the project in Chapter 1, together with the deliverables, then goes
on to outline the details of each work package in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The Annexes provide details on some
of the activities implemented since the second interim report (6 June 2021).

2 Summary of the project status
The objectives of the EER project are to:


Support the development of necessary framework conditions for entrepreneurs to thrive in regions



Inter-connect public authorities in regions to work on better support entrepreneurial ecosystems



Identify synergies and complementarities between entrepreneurial regions



Avoid fragmentation of efforts and share knowledge across regions.

The following regions have been involved in the second phase of the project:
Figure 1 Regions participating in Phase I and Phase II

EER Phase I

EER Phase II

• Flanders
• North Brabant
• Lower Austria
• Catalonia
• Lombardy
• Ile de France
• Marche
• Central Macedonia
• Western Greece
• Northern & Western Region

• Asturias
• Valencia
• Gelderland
• Navarra
• Pomorskie
• Maloposkie
• Helsinki
•Northern Ireland
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EER II planned to engage 8 new regions in developing collaborations, with continuing interest to participate from
Phase 1 regions. In spite of some capacity issues with the organisation acting as contact point in the region of
Northern Ireland at the beginning of the project, the region has been engaged, through the Brussels Executive
Office. An in-depth mapping report was developed.

2.1

Delays with respect to original plans

The project is on course with respect to the initial planning, without any delays incurred.
In terms of the deliverables of WP1, all in-depth mapping reports have been published, except for the region of
Asturias, which will be published within the course of the project timeline.
All the deliverables of WP2 have been delivered on time, including the 8 Action Plans – with their final versions
attached with this final report of the project.
The delivery of the peer learning activities has surpassed the initially planned number of online peer learning
meetings, while the policy hackathon and the EBN Congress pitching event have been delivered as planned.
The final event and study visit to Helsinki-Uusimaa have been organised on 30 November 2021, closing the
project successfully together with the EER Regions attending on-site and online.

2.2

Issues encountered and changes

There is a core of 10 regions who have a generally very intense participation and leadership in several action
areas: North Brabant, Gelderland, Flanders, Pomorskie, Central Macedonia, Helsinki-Uusimaa, Catalonia,
Navarra, Lower Austria, Western Greece. Other regions have prioritised engagement in only one or two topics,
such as Asturias, Malopolska, Lombardy, Ile-de-France. A region with more of an observer role is Northern
Ireland, due to the status of the Brexit process. Regions who have not been able to allocate any resources to
participating in any meetings in the EER Phase II include Marche, Northern and Western Region of Ireland and
Valencia. However, they are kept in the loop for the next steps.
Additional activities were added to compensate for the lack of study visit a nd use of travel budget. Thanks to
the remaining travel budget that was not going to be utilised on further travels due to COVID -19 travel
restrictions, the agreement has been made with EISMEA services to re-allocate part of the travel budget to two
new activities, which are still ongoing and will be finalised by 5 January:


Providing access to an online matchmaking platform for EER stakeholders to network in follow-up of the
EER Final event, in order to compensate for the fact that fewer study visits could be organised, thus there
was less chance for one-to-one networking



Providing access to EER start-ups to the Paris Scale-up Summit organised by Mind the Bridge on 1-15
December 2021. Five companies have been selected to participate in the Open innovation activities of the
summit together with the corporates part of the summit.

2.3

Project outcomes

This final report is focused on the second phase of the project and included the following main outcomes. They
are to be discussed with EISMEA and the European Commission during the final technical meeting, and are
further detailed in the subsequent chapters of this report:
Work Package 1


10 In-depth mapping reports of the 10 new regions joining EER in Phase II



Initial matrix of synergies

Work Package 2


Development of peer learning activities and scoping exercises for 12 new collaboration areas
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Implementation of a stock-taking exercise for the review of the most promising collaboration areas and
decision on the development of 8 Action Plans



Co-designing 8 Action Plans with the regions involved, together with further peer learning



Policy Hackathon on the Strategic Independence of the MedTech ecosystem



Support to EER start-ups through organising the EBN Congress and the support of EER tart-ups to participate
in the Paris Scale-up Summit, organised by Mind the Bridge



Support to networking among EER Regions, through the organisation of five one-to-one exchanges, one
study visit and providing access to a matchmaking platform for more one-to-one exchange opportunities.

2.4

Reflections on the results of the project

Lessons from the Peer learning and connection process


The design of the process of connecting the regional stakeholders and co-developing Action Plans has proved
an effective way to co-design activities with EER Regions. As showcased in the figure below, the region of
learning, connecting stakeholders and jointly co-designing projects, services and actions that can be used in
an Action Plans led to the stakeholders’ engagement and adoption of the process.

Figure 2 Framework for the development of collaboration areas in EER phase II

Mapping

In-depth mapping
of 18 regional
ecosystems
Framework for
ecosystem analysis
Cross-regional
synergies analysis

Identify synergies

•Matrix of
synergies
•Scoping notes

Learn & Connect

•Online meetups
•Webinars & peer
learning
•One-to-one
exchanges
•Policy
hackathon

Develop

•Service / project
development
•Action Plans
preparation

Source: IDEA Consult and Technopolis Group



Online meetups with a 2-3-hour timeframe proved to be an effective way to connect regional stakeholders
around specific topics and challenges of current high interest, should be continued and would need more
resources.



A balance and good mix of thematic and horizontal areas is key as they allow to progress on generally
important elements related to the overall entrepreneurial ecosystem, as well as specific thematic and
innovative issues important for the regional stakeholders.



Regional participants appreciate a lot the additional insights that can be gained through the project about
ongoing or new EU initiatives, consultation about new European Commission strategies and involvement in
EU activities e.g., the SME Assembly, technological initiatives, link to digital innovation hubs etc.



The intensity and frequency of the peer learning and connection activities has resulted in a community of
stakeholders from EER Regions, who are like-minded and focused on co-developing interregional
connections, with a view to scaling up their regional ecosystems. They recognise the value of interregional
cooperation and can be considered “key agents of change” within their ecosystems.
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The regional stakeholders have now taken own initiatives in scheduling own partnership building missions
and connections, which are scheduled beyond the lifetime of the EER project.

Figure 3 Intense peer learning and connecting activities

•44 peer learning and working group meetings in 2021
•Over 200 stakeholders engaged in peer learning in EERI+II

Peer learning
One-to-one exchanges

•5 in-depth discussions and experience sharing between different
regions for partnership building; demand driven

Policy hackathon

•Topic: Strategic independence of Medtech, at SME Assembly Nov
2021

Study visit in Helsinki

•visits to Helsinki ecosystem players (XR Centre and Bioruukki)

Final event in Helsinki

•Networking with EER and Helsinki ecosystem builders

Matchmaking

•Opportunity for one-to-one conversations in the matchmaking
platform (Open on 6-10 december)

Lessons from direct support to start-ups’ investment readiness and access to large corporates


The project offered the opportunity of EER start-ups to get investment readiness training and pitching
experience through the EBN Congress pitching event, as well as the opportunity for start-ups to join a highly
curated Open Innovation initiative, connecting to corporates.



While all the conditions were in place for more start-ups to participate, reaching out to start-ups has been a
difficult process, hence there were not as many applications as expected.

Figure 4 Results of engaging start-ups in EBN pitching event and Scale-ups Summit

Pitching
event at the
EBN
Congress
(Sept 2021)

8 start-ups applied
5 start-ups selected to get marched
in the Open Innovation ecosystem
Ongoing engagement of the start-ups
with the corporate innovators

Investment readiness training
Pitching experience in front of a
diverse audience
6 EER start-ups benefited

MTB Paris
Scale-up
Summit
2021 (1-15
Dec 2021)

Source: Technopolis Group
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The involvement of the relevant regional stakeholders in the design of those events is recommended, which
would support the deeper interconnection of the ecosystems. This has to be matched, however, with
financial resources to support the dissemination and participation of the respective ecosystem stakeholders
in this process.

Lessons from the development of Action Plans


The online facilitation enabled a structured process and the acceleration of reaching cooperation ideas that
are more systemic in nature, such as, for instance, the development of a learning structure across regions
on public procurement of innovations, reaching both the supply and demand-side.



The development of hands-on synergies and concrete initiatives within the collaboration areas prioritised is
also supported by the expansion of the network of contacts to reaching participants beyond the initial points
of contact from the Regional Development Agencies.



The needs identified for further actions can be grouped into the following items: continued peer learning,
capacity building and deeper interconnections among ecosystems. The figure below provides an overview of
the portfolio of EER collaborations and their focus.



The implementation of Action Plans is facilitated in this second phase of the EER project by the commitment
of the stakeholders from all the participating EER Regions (especially the 15 more active ones) and the
identification of funding opportunities from the EU instruments with upcoming calls in 2022.



The regions still sense the need for facilitated expert support to implement activities related to continued
peer learning and coordination of the activities at the Action Plan level. Nevertheless, there are high chances
that some of activities will continue in case EU funding support is granted to the future proposals submitted
for funding for the respective actions.

Figure 5: Portfolio of EER collaborations and corresponding action plans

Deep interconnection of
ecosystems to build critical mass

Capacity building to connect
start-ups and scale-ups to
markets

Continuing peer learning

•Soft Landing: Erasmus for Young
Entreprenerus Soft landing network
•Access to Finance: Develop investor
networks across EER Regions
•Digital transition: Memorandum of
Understanding among EER DIHs

•Building capacity for open innovation
•Learning structure for public procurers
of innovation in MedTech area
•Building capacities for advising
companies to adopt circular economy
models

•Social innovation
•Tech transfer
•Circular economy

Source: Technopolis Group and IDEA Consult
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2.5

List of interim deliverables presented in this report

During the period of 6 June 2021 – 6 December 2021, the following major areas of work have been delivered:


WP1: publishing of the in-depth mapping reports



WP2: 8 Action Plans; EBN Pitching event; Policy Hackathon; Guide for facilitating cooperation between
entrepreneurial ecosystems; Final event.

The report is accompanied by five annexes as deliverables (in separate documents attached to the report):
1. Links to the published in-depth mapping reports (Appendix A)

2. Final EERII Action Plans (Appendix B)
3. EER Policy Hackathon report (Appendix C)
4. EER Final event report (Appendix D)

5. Final EERII Guidebook (Appendix E).

2.6

Overview of next chapters

The following chapters provide details on the progress of the project and the tasks to be performed in the
remaining contract period.
The final chapters of this report provide an overview of the status of the deliverables of the project.

3 Work Package 1
The objective of the WP is to conduct the baseline analysis of entrepreneurial ecosystems based on the analytical
framework developed in EER Phase 1.
Below we provide a brief overview of the status of the work in WP1.

3.1

Task 1. Methodology update and scoping

Task 1. Methodology update and scoping was finalised by December 2020 (see first Interim Report for reference).
This task included the review of the methodology of mapping entrepreneurial ecosystems in light of potentially
new data and indicators, and the update of the in-depth mapping template for the in-depth mapping ecosystem
reports.

3.2
3.2.1

Task 2. Mapping of regional ecosystems
Task 2.1 In-depth mapping of regional ecosystems

The in-depth mapping of the 8 new regional ecosystems is finalised. In this task, the team of the regional EER
correspondents produced 8 draft in-depth mapping reports that analyse the regional entrepreneurial ecosystems
of the 8 new EER regions in detail. The reports are based on a common template and guidance provided by the
core EER team.
The in-depth mapping included the mapping of the actors in the ecosystem, the key framework conditions,
policies and policy measures and the revised SWOT analysis.
The final in-depth mapping reports were submitted for publication by October 2021. Appendix A provides the
list of the URLs of the published in-depth mapping reports. The report for Asturias had to be revised and needs
re-publishing, the link will be updated with the final version of this report.
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3.2.2

Task 2.2 Cross-regional collaboration opportunities support

3.2.2.1

Cross-regional ecosystems analysis

The cross-regional report included a cross-regional consolidated analysis of the statistical data on different KPIs
portraying the various ecosystem performance dimensions, as in Phase I.
The cross-regional report includes a cross-regional consolidated analysis of the statistical data on different KPIs
portraying the various ecosystem performance dimensions, as in Phase I. The short report provides an overview
of the key challenges and synergies for action across the eight new ecosystems joining the EER. The results have
been used internally for the team to develop the EER peer learning activities.
3.2.2.2

Covid-19 impact analysis

In parallel to the cross-regional collaboration opportunities report, a s hort paper was developed analysing the
effects of the COVID-19 pandemics on the EER Regions’ ecosystems. The paper was discussed in a workshop
with the regions on Access to Finance during the Covid-19 pandemics. The paper was delivered together with
the first interim report, January 2021.
3.2.3

Task 2.3 Additional support to the action plans

In-depth research was provided on new thematic sectors of priority for the regions, including in the field of
circular economy, social innovation and sustainable buildings. This was provided via a centrally developed online
survey collecting information from all regions, which supported the development of the scoping notes for the
collaboration area (see more details in Task 3). The survey was launched in February 2021 and finalised in May
2021.
More ad-hoc research support was provided at the time of the definition of the Action Plans in the second half
of the project, involving mainly desk research on e.g. good practices and funding opportunities, but also further
short surveys launched to support the deeper identification of priorities and challenges for common action
prioritisation.

3.3

Deliverables of WP1

The following documents have been delivered in the context of WP1:
Table 1 Deliverables for Work Package 1
De liverable

T im ing

18 in-depth mapping reports (EER Phase I and EER Phase II)

All reports have been published by end of November 2021 (waiting
for the report of Asturias to be published)

Matrix of synergies

Delivered in December 2020

4 Work Package 2
Work Package 2 aims to interlink the EER regions to support the development of successful ecosystems, building
on their expertise and experiences. In addition, the project indicates how best practices can be shared, and
demonstrate how ecosystems can cooperate along shared priority lines.
The approach is broken down into three main Tasks as follows:


Task 3: Development of Strategic Action Plans



Task 4: Peer learning
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Task 5: Dissemination of results

4.1

Task 3 Strategic Action Plans

Task 3 focused on the development of Strategic Actions Plans for areas of collaboration identified across the EER
regions, according to the model Learn, Identify Synergies, Connect and Develop (see Figure 6).
Figure 6: Framework for the development of collaboration areas in EER phase II

Below we present the progress of the work on this task.
4.1.1 Task 3.1 Selection and elaboration of collaboration areas
A set of eight collaboration areas were prioritised during the stock taking process extensively explained in the
2 nd Interim report submitted in June 2021. The aim of this decision-making process was to move from the current
12 to a future eight action plans and ensure active participation of the regions in their priority topics.

1



In July, a first internal evaluation was conducted by members of the EER consortium,1 following clear
and agreed evaluation criteria and based on an individual assessment of the corresponding Scoping
notes. The outcome of this internal evaluation process were then combined with the regional
preferences indicated during the Stock-taking meeting that took place on 1 July 2021.



Figure 7 shows the outcomes of the entire process, including the internal evaluation and results of the
stock-taking meeting with the regions. As shown in the figure, the topic of sustainable buildings was
replaced by social innovation following the discussion and voting exercise with the regions.

Evaluators were Laura Roman and Margrethe Dahll Steinert (Technopolis Group) and Daniela Kretz and Martina Fraioli (IDEA Consult).
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Figure 7 Final results of the entire evaluation process
Source: IDEA Consult

4.1.2

Task 3.2 Development of the Action Plans

The development of the acti on plans began in August 2021 and has continued to date. The aim of the action
plans is to outline activities for the short, medium and long terms supporting the scaling up and
interconnection of the ecosystems.
Dedicated meetings with the regions were organised to co-build the eight plans, with the aim of bringing them
as close as possible to the regions' needs, interests and available resources. The degree of development of the 8
collaboration areas prioritised was quite different: while some were still at the peer-learning stage, others were
already developed to the point of concretely discussing partnerships and connections to be built at ecosystem
level. Figure 8 shows the focus of each action plan.
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Figure 8: Portfolio of EER collaborations and corresponding action plans

Continuing peer learning

• Social innovation
• Tech transfer
• Circular economy

Capacity building to connect
start-ups and scale-ups to
markets

• Building capacity for open
innovation
• Learning structure for public
procurers of innovation in MedTech
area
• building capacities for advising
companies to adopt circular
economy models

Deep interconnection of
ecosystems

• Soft Landing: Erasmus for Young
Entreprenerus Soft landing
network
• Access to Finance: Develop investor
networks across EER Regions
• Digital transition: Memorandum of
Understanding among EER DIHs

Source: Technopolis Group and IDEA Consult

The structure of the 8 Action Plans presented in Appendix B includes an overview of the priority topic for
collaboration and its concept, the EU added value of the collaboration area and the key actions for future interregional collaboration, including their main potential beneficiaries, resources and timing. The last section also
presents some KPIs to monitor the execution and results of the proposed actions.
Below (see Table 2) we present an overview of the 8 action plans, including name of the regions involved, number
of meetings that took place, topics and specific actions.
Table 2: Overview of the 8 action plans
Action plan

Regions & meetings

Topics

Actions

Soft-landing

Pomorskie,
Gelderland, Navarra,
Asturias, Flanders,
Catalonia,
North
Brabant,
Lower
Austria,
HelsinkiUusimaa,
Central
Macedonia,
Lombardy, Western
Greece

Soft-landing scheme for
start-ups and scale-ups
for internationalisation,
networking, exploration
of
foreign
business
ecosystems and markets

Action 1: Organising one-on-one exchanges
Action 2: Updating a common repository of regional contact
points
Action 3: Building an interregional consortium
Action 4: Screening of relevant future EU calls that can co-fund a
cross-regional partnership
Action 5: Identification of regional/ national funders

5 meetings + 1 one-on-one exchange
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Action plan

Regions & meetings

Topics

Actions

Social
innovation

Pomorskie,
Gelderland, North
Brabant,
Lower
Austria,
Western
Greece

Definition
of
social
innovation,
social
economy,
policy
strategies and initiatives
on
social
entrepreneurship,
workplace innovation

Action 1: Organisation of inter-regional peer-learning meetings
with relevant business support organisations and policy makers
Action 2: Organisation of inter-regional training and capacity
building and matchmaking sessions with aspiring social
entrepreneurs
Action 3: Strengthen connections with EU networks and
initiatives that focus on social innovation and social
entrepreneurship
Action 4: Setting up and regularly updating a common repository
of regional contact points, including their expertise

2 meetings

Digital

Lombardy,
Lower
Austria,
Flanders,
Helsinki-Uusimaa,
North
Brabant,
Pomorskie,
Gelderland,
Northern Ireland, Ile
de France, Asturias,
Central Macedonia

Action 5: Selection of funding opportunities to foster social
innovation initiatives in an interregional setting
Digital transition and
readiness,
governance
models to support the
digital
transition
of
industrial SMEs, Digital
innovation hubs (DIH),
Digital
transformation
and industrial innovation
hubs and exchanging on
European DIH (EDIH),
EDIHs collaboration and
corridors

Action 1: Setting up and regularly updating a common repository
of regional contact points, including their expertise

Tech transfer regional
models, tech transfer
challenges,
novel
concepts of knowledge
and technology transfer
(e.g., flipped TTOs) at
country and EU level

Action 1: Creating and regularly updating a common repository
of regional contact points & their expertise

Action 2: Signing memoranda of understanding for future
collaboration amongst EDIHs
Action 3: Exchanging experiences on execution of EDIHs
Action 4: Organising one-on-one exchanges or small thematic
sub-groups on specific topics

4 meetings
Tech transfer

Asturias, Flanders,
Catalonia,
Pomorskie,
Gelderland,
Lombardy, HelsinkiUusimaa,
North
Brabant,
Lower
Austria,
Northern
Ireland,
Central
Macedonia

Catalonia,
Central
Macedonia,
Flanders,
Gelderland, HelsinkiUusimaa,
Lower
Austria, Malopolska,
Navarra,
North
Brabant, Pomorskie
4 meetings

Action 3: Organisation of a biannual congress on technolog y
transfer models
Action 4: Organisation of one-on-one exchanges on specific
technology transfer topics

3 meetings + 2 one-to-one exchanges
Circular
economy

Action 2: Creation of an inter-regional introduction programme
for TTO employees

Circular economy drivers
and challenges, business
cases,
waste
management
and
industrial
symbiosis,
circular finance

Action 5: Identification of funding opportunities for crossregional collaboration in the area of technology transfer
Action 1 – Circular Economy Working Group to encourage
discussions among the regions on selected topics of circula r
economy, with the following four actions: Discussions on tackling
the legal aspects of circular economy challenges, Implementation
and good practices of industrial symbiosis, Organisation of
thematic workshops on chosen topics, and Matchmaking of
circular economy suppliers and corporates:
Action 2 – Capacity building for circular economy to facilitate for
the right conditions to implement relevant activities in the
regions with the following two actions: Building capacities for
offering advisory activities for companies switching to a circula r
economy business models and Joint proposal writing – concrete
Interreg project idea (includes peer learning, building capacities
by developing regional networks to access new markets)
Under the second topic on Circular Finance, the following
activities are proposed:
Action 3 - Circular Finance Working Group with the following two
actions: Sharing good practices on financing circular economy at
regional level, and Designing a common initiative to support the
networking of investors and companies engaged in circula r
economy (e.g. Horizon Europe calls)
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Action plan

Regions & meetings

Topics

Actions

Open
innovation

Asturias, Catalonia,
Central Macedonia,
Gelderland, HelsinkiUusiimaa,
Lombardy,
Lower
Austria,
North
Brabant, Pomorskie,
Western Greece,

Collaboration in the triple
helix context Involving
universities
in open
innovation
intermediation Engaging
the private sector and
specially the SMEs in
Open Innovation"

Action 1 – Working group on the involvement of SMEs and
Universities in Open Innovation: continuing the networking,
knowledge exchanges, peer learning and common project
building activities started during the EER Project
Action 2 – One-to-one exchanges between EER regions on
targeted peer learning requests on the topic of open innovation
Action 3 – Capacity building for Open innovation to create the
right conditions to implement these activities in the regions

3 meetings + 1 one-to-one exchange
Med-tech

Asturias, Gelderland,
Pomorskie, Helsinki
Uusiimaa, Catalonia,
Lombardy,
Île-deFrance,
Navarra,
Macedonia.

Cooperation
on
enhancing the strategic
independence of the
MedTech
sector
–
working on the demandside and supply side of
health innovations

Action 1: Creation of a coalition to build a learning structure for
Public Procurement; Action 1.1 Capacity building of procure rs
and national / regional systems; 1.2. Addressing governance
issues; 1.3. Encouraging companies' engagement in PPI; 1.4.
Encourage co-creation of solutions between SMEs and public
buyers; 1.5. Encourage cross-border procurement;

Collaboration
on
supporting
start-ups’
investment readiness and
investor
networking
across borders

Action 1 - Improving the quality and volume of the local deal-flow
(e.g., by enhancing the investment readiness of local start-ups
and scale-ups, improving local entrepreneurship and start-up
services, reducing
administrative
burdens,
attracting
entrepreneurs to the region, etc.)

Action 2: Contribute to developing a Regulatory Compass for
Health Innovation

5 meetings

Access
finance

to

Central Macedonia,
NorthBrabant,
Flanders, Pomorskie
as active regions;
Gelderland, HelsinkiUusiimaa,
Lower
Austria,
Western
Greece,
Asturias,
Catalonia,
as
observer regions

Action 2 - Strengthening the local investor communities (e.g., by
identifying and supporting leading angel investors, networking
business angels, supporting the creation of early-stage VC funds,
etc.)

5 meetings

Action 4 - Create and sustain a virtuous circle (e.g., showcase
success stories, returning serial entrepreneurs, celebrate and
award entrepreneurs, etc.)

Action 3 - Design of incentives and / or support for attracting for
foreign investors (e.g., by involving the diaspora, use a local coinvestment fund for angels and/or VCs, etc)

Source: Compiled by IDEA Consult and Technopolis Groups based on the 8 Action Plans

4.2

Task 4 Facilitating peer-learning and sharing of best practice

This task presents the summary of the activities of facilitating peer learning and sharing of best practice among
regions. In terms of progress, the following milestones are presented:


Results of the EBN Congress pitching event and pre-Congress training session



Implementation of the peer-learning sessions for all the collaboration areas



Results of the policy-hackathon concept



Results of additional tasks such as the participation of start-ups in the Paris Scale-up Summit
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4.2.1

Task 4.1 EBN Congress pitching event and pre-Congress training session

The EBN Congress is the main EBN event of the year, which typically attracts around 350 stakeholders operating
within the innovation, incubation, funding, and entrepreneurship ecosystem. EBN Congress 2021 titled
“Emergent Futures” which took place on the 14 th and 15 th of September 2021. During these two days of
interactive panel discussions, EER selected start-ups had the opportunity to pitch in front of the EBN network but
also to participate, debate, meet and connect with other stakeholders attending the Congress. The idea behind
the EER pitching session @EBN Congress 2021 was to offer a selected number of entrepreneurs the chance to
get valuable stage experience by pitching in front of diverse panel of participants (investors, corporates, EU
business support professionals, and other entrepreneurs) with the aim to connect EER entrepreneurs with
investors.
In addition, the EER project decided to organize a dynamic workshop titled “how to get ready for your investment
pitch” which took place on Friday, the 10 th of September 2021. This workshop was set – up in an interactive way
which allowed selected participants the chance to enjoy a 40 – minute masterclass on the dos and don’ts of the
art of pitching in front of investors followed by a quick Q&A session. The expert, Mr Fadi Naffah, delved into
three key aspects during his presentation:


How to make your business idea understandable



How to tailor your pitch to your audience



How to perform a convincing pitch (visual story and delivery)

Following the masterclass, participants were asked to pitch their innovative products in front of two business
coaches: 1) Fadi Naffah (Upperion) and Miroslav Londyn (JIC), which allowed them to get valuable stage
experience in addition to constructive feedback on their pitch presentation and skills.
During the EBN Congress pitching event, the following EER start-ups pitched in front of an audience of 49 business
leaders, investors, corporates and intermediaries: Nucaps Nanotechnology (Mariano Oto); WispControl (Javier
Buenahora); Nanoker (Fernando Diaz); Low Sugar (Sebastien Kowalczyk); WaveImplant (Pascal Breton).
Overall, the both the IR workshop and the EER pitching session during the EBN Congress 2021 was well received
by the selected entrepreneurs. These two opportunities allowed them to gain valuable stage experience, practice
their pitching skills, receive constructive feedback from two business coaches and network during the EBN
Congress.
Snapshots of the sessions are provided below.
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Figure 9 Snapshot of the EBN Potching session I

Figure 10 Snapshot of the EBN Pitching session II
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Figure 11 Snapshot of the EBN Pitching session III

Figure 12 Snapshot of the EBN Pitching session IV

4.2.2

Task 4.2 One-on-one exchanges and matchmaking

This task was originally destined for the organisation of three study visits, with the purpose to enable more
personal networking. Due to the travel restrictions during the COVID-19 pandemics, the task took a different
shape. The following activities were organised in order to facilitate more focused networking, at an individual,
one-to-one level:


One-to-one meetings between different stakeholders in EER regions, who asked to be connected with
particular actors in a specific different region



A study visit to Helsinki, together with the EER Final event (see also Task 5 for the reporting on this study
visit)



Providing access to an online matchmaking platform

4.2.2.1

One-to-one exchanges

Following the organisation of the first peer learning and working group sessions on the topics of interest to EER
regions, the following one-to-one exchanges have been performed with the regions. the purpose of the
exchanges were diverse, especially related to getting to know the key ecosystem players in a specific field and
exploring potential ways for direct cooperation.
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Table 3 List of online one-to-one meetings organised
#

Collaboration area & Topic

Da te performed
/ planned

Pa rticipating regions

T ype of participants

1

Technology transfer

2 June 2021

Gelderland and Helsinki-Uusima

University technology
transfer offices, research
institutes, regional
representatives

2

Technology transfer

25 May 2021

Gelderland and Navarra

University technology
transfer offices, business
support organisation,
regional representatives

3

Agri-food

19 October
2021

Central Macedonia and Navarra

Cluster organisations,
regional development
agencies, regional
representatives,
universities

4

Open Innovation – how to set-up an OI
platform at regional level

September
2021

Central Macedonia and Catalonia

Regional Development
Agency and Business
Support Organisation

5

Development of the Erasmus for Young
Entrepreneurs soft landing scheme

30 November
2021

Flanders and Helsinki-Uusimaa

Regional Development
Agency and Business
Support Organisation

Further one-to-one exchanges took place in the framework of the EER Final event, for the signing of
Memorandum of Understandings between Digital Innovation Hubs in Navarra, North Brabant and Helsinki Uusimaa.
The Region of Gelderland is also planning further one-to-one exchanges beyond the project duration, with the
following regions and stakeholders:


Gelderland - Helsinki on circularity in buildings



Gelderland - Catalonia on carbon reduction in health care



Gelderland – Central Macedonia on agrifood



Gelderland - Lower Austria on circularity



Gelderland Health Valley Cluster – Ile-de-France Medicen cluster on MedTech collaborations

4.2.2.2

Matchmaking platform

In addition to the one-to-one exchanges, the matchmaking platform has been made accessible to the regional
stakeholders, to book meetings with each other and offer collaboration opportunities to each other. The event
has been opened from December 6 to December 10.
This event was an opportunity to create more in-depth connections for companies and intermediaries. The scope
will be mainly on EU funding opportunities, and for companies benchmarking themselves or understanding other
markets. 25 participants have registered from the EER network.
Topics addressed include: MedTech, Digital, Circular Economy, General Ecosystem building
Types of participants targeted: Regional Development Agencies, Accelerators / incubators / other business
support organisations, TTOs, R&D Institutions, Established companies (SMEs), Start-ups
The link to the EER II – Matchmaking event is here: https://eer-ii-matchmaking-event.b2match.io
The following opportunities have been identified on the marketplace:


Region of Flanders seeking:
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-

Regions interested in participating in a Soft-Landing exchange network for founders of startups

-

to build a EU network where incubators can facilitate startups access to new markets, research centres
and clusters

Region of Lower Austria is searching for
-

partners on exchanging for designing the Digital Innovation Hub

-

partners on building a Textiles recycling consortium

Region of Central Macedonia is searching for:
-

Cooperation on the I3 instrument

As the event is still ongoing, the final version of this report will report on the final results.
4.2.3

Task 4.3 Online meetups

Online meetups and webinars are organised to support the Action Plans’ development, in order to help the
regions and other relevant stakeholders to network, to learn from others and to create synergies amongst
themselves. The following has been an update to the format of the online meetups:


Peer learning meetups, where regions present own work to each other and draw lessons on impactful policy
measures



Working Groups on Action Plan / collaboration development meetings, where regions are prompted with
the Mural facilitation tool, to further elaborate common priorities for action



Project / service design meetings, where the Mural tool will be used for more in-depth discussion on how
to develop, fund, and deliver common services to regional ecosystems.

In total, 22 meetings were organised in December 2020 – July 2021, focusing especially on the two first types of
meetups, often combining both the peer learning and the Working Group / collaboration development formats.
Participants have been the representatives from EER Regions, including from Regional Governments or Regional
Development Agencies, Cluster organisations, Business support organisations, Incubator representatives,
Venture capital funds or Business Angels etc.

Table 4 Online meetups performed December - June 2021 reporting period
Collaboration area

T opics

Da te

Medtech AP

Planning next work on the MedTech topic

12-Jan-21

Medtech AP

Health Data

11-Mar-21

Medtech AP

Strategic Independence and Resilience

17-Jun-21

Digital AP

Recapping activities, priorities for EER II

18-Dec-20

Digital AP

Digital Innovation Hubs peer learning

30-Mar-21

Digital AP

Working group formation - Follow up on DIH corridors

01-Jun-21

Agrifood AP

Recapping activities, priorities for EER II,

25-Jan-21

E E R Phase I Action Plan continuation
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Collaboration area

T opics

Agrifood AP

Recapping repository
collaboration

Da te
and exploring

concrete

opportunities

for

29-Apr-21

Pe e r learning (within Network Action Plan)

Access to finance

Access to finance & COVID-19

28-Jan-21

Tech Transfer

Introducing key terms, presentation of regional experiences

04-Mar-21

Open Innovation, Corporate Startup collaboration

Sharing of experiences; presentations from Catalonia, Lombardy and
Helsinki-Uusimaa

22-Apr-21

Public Procurement of innovation

Sharing of experiences; presentation from Central Macedonia

03-Jun-21

Soft Landing

Recaping activities in EERI, and early stages of EER II, introduction of
service design double diamond, framing service and activities, outline
next activities

11-Feb

Soft Landing

Peer learning presentations, exploration of ERASMUS entrepreneurs 2.0;

25-Mar

Soft Landing

Regional presentations, SPOC

10-Jun

Access to Finance

EBN Congress Pitching event presentation; Exploration of other regional
needs, positions & capacities

18-Mar

Access to Finance

Peer learning on investment readiness

11-May

Access to Finance

Peer learning on cross-border investments

27h May

W orking Groups

E E R Phase II New Collaboration areas

Circular economy

First meeting collecting feedback to scoping note and deciding way
forward

20-May

Sustainable buildings

First meeting collecting feedback to scoping note and deciding way
forward

02-Jun

Social Innovation

First meeting collecting feedback to scoping note and deciding way
forward

17-May

Taking stock of intermediary results and prioritizing next steps

1 July 2021

Ge neral meeting

General stock-taking meeting
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During the September – December 2021 period, the focus of the activities was directed towards the prioritised
8 Action Plan areas. The emphasis was more on Working Group and project / service design meetings, with more
hands-on brainstorming, to support the regions’ conceptualisation of potential actions that could be undertaken
in the Action Plans, and with which funding sources this could be possible.
Table 5 Events performed in September - December 2021
EER II Events planned for September - December 2021
Type of meeting
General EER meeting

Topics Planned
Presentation of the programme of activities and next steps

Date
9 Sept 2021,
10.00-11.00 am

MedTech
WG meeting
General EER meeting

Soft Landing
WG meeting

Network of sub-contractors’ concept and support for
MedTech scale-ups

10.00-11.30am

Presentation of funding opportunities relevant for EER
collaboration areas

16 Sept 2021,

Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs for start-ups and scaleups

21 Sept 2021

Open Innovation

Involving SMEs and Univ. in OI;

WG meeting

Matchmaking opportunities

Circular Economy

Business cases for Waste Management and Industrial
Symbiosis

WG meeting

14 Sept 2021,

10.00-12.00

10.00-11.30
23 Sept 2021,
10.00-11.30
28 Sept 2021,
14.00-15.30

Matchmaking opportunities
Access to Finance

Cross-border finance

WG meeting

Matchmaking opportunities

MedTech

Refining the concept of the support for medtech scale-ups

WG meeting
Digital

Discussion on EDIH proposal

5 Oct 2021

5 Oct 2021
14.00-15.30

Novel concepts in Technology Transfer

WG meeting
Circular Economy WG Meeting

14.00-15.30

10.00-11.30

WG meeting
Tech Transfer

30 Sept 2021

7 Oct 2021
14.00-15.30

Circular FInance

19 Oct 2021
14.00-16.00

MedTech

Refining the concept of the support for medtech scale-ups

WG meeting
Social Innovation

10.00-11.30
Social entrepreneurship

WG meeting
Soft Landing

Action Plan development

Peer learning

28 Oct 2021
tbc

Discussion on EDIH proposal

WG meeting
Open Innovation

26 Oct 2021
10.00-11.30

Multilateral exchange
Digital

21 Oct 2021
10.00-11.30

WG meeting
Sustainable buildings

20Oct 2021

23 Nov 2021
10.00-11.30

Discussion and Validation of Action Plan

9 Nov 2021
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WG meeting

14.00-15.30

Policy Hackathon

Policy Hackathon on support to MedTech scale-ups – at the
SME Assembly

15-17 Nov 2021

Tech Transfer WG

Discussion and Validation of the draft Action Plan

18 Nov 2021

Access to Finance WG

Discussion and validation of the Draft Action Plan

23 Nov 2021
14.00-15.30

MedTech WG

Discussion and validation of the Draft Action Plan

7 Dec 2021
14.00-15.30

Circular Economy WG

Discussion and validation of the Draft Action Plan

3 Dec 2021
14.00-15.30

MedTech WG

Discussion on way forward for the Regulatory Compass

14 Dec 2021
14.00-15.30

In total, the number of events was much larger than foreseen, due to the regions’ enthusiasm. In total, 44
meetups have been organised in December 2020 – December 2021. The network of contacts across EER regions
spans over 200 persons, from all types of ecosystem players, who have been involved in the above activities.

4.2.4

Task 4.4. Policy hackathon

The policy hackathon was organised on 15-17 November 2021 at the SME Assembly, in Portoroz, Slovenia, and
online. The hackathon was organised in two different events, discussing two dimensions of the efforts supporting
the strategic independence of the MedTech ecosystem in Europe.
The hackathon attracted the participation of a wide range of participants, in total 21 participants contributed to
the brainstorming, from both the SME Assembly and EER regional stakeholders. More details are provided in the
report attached in Appendix C.

4.2.5

Supporting start-ups’ participation in the Paris Scale-up Summit

This additional task was added to the project in the last quarter of 2021, to be able to use the travel budget that
would have been unused due to the COVID-19 travel restrictions. The agreement was reached with EISMEA
services to allocate the budget to supporting start-ups in the MTB Scale-up Summit 2021.
The MTB Scaleup Summits are highly curated, invitation only, matching activities hosted by the most prestigious
Stock Exchanges where corporates, investors and scaleups operating in specific industry verticals can do business
and spot technology trends. More details on the 2021 Paris Scaelup Summit are at this link, including the agenda
and other opportunities from the MTB ecosystem. The event is taking place between 1-15 December 2021 (thus
ongoing at the time of writing this draft report).
Corporate topics for this session included Industry 4.0, Mobility, Circular Economy, Waste Management,
Construction Tech, Digital Marketing, Retail etc.
The EER project enabled the Expression of Interest of start-ups from EER regions to participate in the MTB Scaleup Summit. Up to 20 companies were targeted for assessment for entry into the MTB Scale-up Summit ecosystem
(see Call for expression of interest at this link and application form at this link). From all the EER regions, eight
companies submitted their application, with five of them being accepted for participation in the Scale-up Summit
and matching with Corporate Investors.
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4.3

Task 5 Dissemination

The objective of this task is to disseminate the results of the project to internal (participating regions) and
external audiences.
The communication of project evolution to participating regions will be done primarily through an internal
newsletter that will be sent on a regular basis.
This task consists in Task 5.1. Communication of project results; Task 5.2 Guidebook and Task 5.3 Final event.
4.3.1 Task 5.1 Communication of project results
A detailed explanation of the communication activities to the external audiences was outlined in the
Communication Plan that was attached to the Inception Report.
As described in the Communication Plan, the communication of project results was done via three main channels:
1) EER Website – Landing page on the DG Grow and Committee of the Regions websites
The DG Grow website has a site on the project (https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/sme-strategy/europeansme-week/sme-regional-policies_en) contains information on the development of the project as well as a an
overview of the deliverables of the project. The project team will get in touch with DG Grow communication
team to make sure that all key documents are published there before the end of the project.
The website of the Committee of the Regions (https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/Pages/europeanentrepreneurial-region.aspx) focuses on European Entrepreneurial Regions as a whole and not only on the work
of this projects. However, the website also hosts information about the project and hosts links to the key
documents.
2) Social networks and social media
Due to the restrictions in the creation of new social media channels, the Communication Plan relied on the
publication and promotion of posts using the official social media channels of EISMEA, most notably EISMEA
Twitter 2 and LinkedIn3 accounts, as well as the use of the webpage dedicated to the EER label on the website of
the Committee of the Regions4.
In order to further fine tune this collaboration, the project team has been discussing with both involved parties,
on how to build on the already existing options and boost the reach of the project.
However, it was agreed with EISMEA that it would not be beneficial to post about EER activities that are only
open to the participating regions. Therefore, there has been no use of the EISMEA social media accounts.
As a follow-up of the project’s building a community of stakeholders from EER regions, it has been decided to
develop a LinkedIn group for the regional representatives, to enable continued interaction after the project end.
3) EER newsletter
The third tool to communication the result of the project is the internal EER Newsletter shared with regions
participating in phase I and II, as well as other identified stakeholders.
However, the number of newsletters sent have been reduced. In the context of the collaboration areas the EER
contacts already received several emails every week with updates and information on the next steps. The project
team considered that the existing communication efforts were suited to the needs of the project.
2 EASME Twitter account:

https://twitter.com/EU_EASME

3

EASME LinkedIn account: https://www.linkedin.com/company/executive-agency-for-small-and-medium-sized-enterprises-easme/
4
Committee of the Regions website presenting the EER label: https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/Pages/european-entrepreneurialregion.aspx
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4) Participation in events
EER Project team members and regional representatives have been invited to present the project activities in
several events (see table below).
Table 6 Participation in events
E ve nt

Da te

Pa rticipating EER region & / or project team
m e mber

‘Making the digital transition work for all SMEs’ organised by
the Committee of the regions

23 June 2021

Coen de Graf – Flanders Region
Vincent Duchene & Daniela Kretz, IDEA Consult

first virtual meeting of the AGRO SE-VI project on 6-7 July,
to present the EER project and especially the outcomes of
our social innovation meetings

6-7 July 2021

Daniela Kretz, Martina Fraioli, IDEA Consult

European Entrepreneurship Summit, organised by the Dutch
SME Envoy and Ideas from Europe

7 October 2021

Laura Roman, Technopolis Group

Presentation of EER project and Policy Hackathon

4.3.2

Task 5.2 Guidebook on fostering collaboration across entrepreneurial ecosystems

The Consortium prepared the EER guidebook in September-December 2021 with the objective to support and
provide guidance to regions who would like to foster their entrepreneurial ecosystems through interregional
collaboration and implement related strategic actions in interregional partnerships.
The final Guidebook for EER Phase II is attached in Appendix D as a separate document.
This document updates the Guidebook developed in the Phase 1 (which can be found here:
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/ed78b318-ca31-11ea-adf7-01aa75ed71a1/languageen/format-PDF/source-150207798)

4.3.3

Task 5.3 Final event

The final event of the project was organised in hybrid version on 30 November 2021, together with the launch
of the Helsinki-Uusimaa EER Year. The aim of the workshop was:


Take stock of the main results of the EERII project,



Present how to go from action plans to actions,



Support further policy exchange.

The participants were representatives of EER regions, stakeholders of the regional entrepreneurial ecosystems,
as well as representatives of the European Commission, EISMEA and the Committee of the Regions.
The workshop report can be found in Appendix E.

4.3.4

Deliverables of WP2
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De liverable objectives

Re s ults indicators

T im ing and delivery

At least 5 strategic action themes for
interregional collaboration in EER I ;

Number of regions clustered per thematic area;
Ratio between the number of strategic
collaborations and the number of action plans;

There were 12 collaboration areas
(previously called strategic action themes)
that were explored for 8 action plans in EER
II.

Number of action plans delivered;

Number of action plans delivered;

in case of renewal, at least 5 new
strategic action themes for
interregional collaboration in EER II
A minimum of 6 action plans for EER
Phase I
in case of renewal, a minimum of 8
additional action plans

Number of regions involved in the action plans;

Number of joint initiatives planned: 6
Number of regions committed to implement
the action plans:




6 Action Plans in EER Phase I



8 Action Plans in EER Phase II (see
attachment)

Number of regions involved in the action
plans;


10 regions in EER I;



15 regions in EER II

Number of joint initiatives planned: 6


Memorandum of understanding to
align DIHs



HEU proposal on connecting investors
ecosystems



Interreg Europe project in Circular
Economy area



Learning structure on public
procurement of innovation in health
area



I3 proposal development connecting
companies to value chains through
open innovation



Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs
proposal enhancing soft landing in EER
regions

Number of regions committed to implement
the action plans:

Schemes to facilitate peer-learning
and sharing of best practices

Awareness raising events delivered
Number of events to share good practices and
number of participants



10 regions in EER I



15 regions in EER II (10 regions with
stronger involvement)

Awareness raising events delivered: 3

Number of new methods for policy-making

Online meetups and policy learning events
organised:



Online meetups





Policy learning

44 online meetups and policy learning
events



One-to-one meetings



Over 200 participants across all topics.



Policy hacking



1 policy hackathon with two topics
explored for the strategic
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De liverable objectives

Re s ults indicators

T im ing and delivery
independence of the EU MedTech
sector (22 participants )


One study visit organised in HelsinkiUusimaa region



EBN Congress Pitching Event – 6 startups suppoprted



Support to 5 Start-ups to participate in
the EU Scale-up Summit



Matchmaking platform offered for oneto-one exchanges: 26 participants



5 One-to-one meetings

Final workshop

Preferably back-to-back with established
conferences dealing with similar subjects

Organised on 30 November 2021 in Helsinki,
together with the launch of the HelsinkiUusimaa region EER Year

Guidebook (EER I) and an updated
guidebook (EER II)

High quality and timely delivery

Draft: 6 December 2021 attached with this
draft final report

Guidebook (EER I) and an updated
guidebook (EER II)

Feedback of EER and other regions

July 2020 – EER I Guidebook
December 2021 – EER II Guidebook
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5 Overview of deliverables
The following is an overview of the status of deliverables provided:

De liverables

Re s ult indicator

De livery date

Timely and quality delivery

Delivered final version 19 October 2020

Re porting

Inception report
1st Interim technical report

6 December 2020

2nd Interim technical report

6 June 2021

Final technical report

6 December 2021 – draft final report
5 January 20202 – final version

Minutes of all meetings with the
EU Commission

Timely and quality delivery

10 July 2020 (kick-off)
24 Sept 2020 (inception meeting))
18 January 2021
30 June 2021
10 Dec 2021

W P1 – Mapping EER Regions
A matrix of complementaritie s
and synergies; in case of
renewal, an updated matrix of
complementarities
and
synergies;

Increased knowledge of existing gaps and
synergies among EER regions

Delivered in December 2020

In-depth mappings

10 in-depth mappings in EER I

Delivered with second interim report, 6 June 2021

8 in-depth mappings in EER II

2 workshops (scoping workshop
& methodology
validation
workshop; in case of renewal,

Number of participants: 27

Scoping workshop was organised on 22 October 2020

only 1 additional workshop
during the renewal

W P2 – Interlinking EER Regions
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De liverables

Re s ult indicator

De livery date

At least 5 strategic action
themes
for
interregiona l
collaboration in EER I ;

Number of regions clustered per thematic
area;

There were 12 collaboration areas (previously called
strategic action themes) that were explored for 8 action
plans in EER II.

in case of renewal, at least 5
new strategic action themes for
interregional collaboration in
EER II

Ratio between the number of strategic
collaborations and the number of action
plans;

A minimum of 6 action plans;

Number of action plans delivered;

Number of action plans delivered;

in case of renewal, a minimum
of 8 additional action plans

Number of regions involved in the action
plans;



6 Action Plans in EER Phase I



8 Action Plans in EER Phase II

Number of joint initiatives undertaken

Number of regions involved in the action plans;

Number of regions committed
implement the action plans:

to



10 regions in EER I;



15 regions in EER II

Number of joint initiatives planned: 6


Memorandum of understanding to align DIHs



HEU proposal on connecting investors ecosystems



Interreg Europe project in Circular Economy area



Learning structure on public procurement of
innovation in health area



I3 proposal development connecting companies to
value chains through open innovation



Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs proposal
enhancing soft landing in EER regions

Number of regions committed to implement the action
plans:

Schemes to facilitate peerlearning and sharing of best
practices

Awareness raising events delivered
Number of events to share good practice s
and number of participants
Number of new methods for policymaking



10 regions in EER I



15 regions in EER II

Awareness raising events delivered: 3

Online meetups and policy learning events organised:


44 online meetups and policy learning events



Online meetups



Over 200 participants across all topics.



Policy learning





One-to-one meetings



Policy hacking

1 policy hackathon with two topics explored for
the strategic independence of the EU MedTech
sector (22 participants )



One study visit organised in Helsinki-Uusimaa
region
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De liverables

Re s ult indicator

De livery date


EBN Congress Pitching Event – 6 start-ups
supported



Support to 5 Start-ups to participate in the EU
Scale-up Summit



Matchmaking platform offered for one-to-one
exchanges: 26 participants



5 One-to-one meetings

Final workshop

Preferably back-to-back with established
conferences dealing with similar subjects

Organised on 30 November 2021 in Helsinki, together
with the launch of the Helsinki-Uusimaa region EER Year

Guidebook (EER I) and an
updated guidebook (EER II)

High quality and timely delivery

EERII Guidebook delivered on 5 January 2022 with the
EERII final report
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Appendix A In-depth mapping reports
The following in-depth mapping reports have been published in the context of the EER Phase II:


Regional ecosystem in-depth mapping for the Region of Asturias: it has not been published in the EC
Publication Office yet. The link will be included as soon as it is published.



Regional ecosystem in-depth mapping for the Region of Valencia: https://op.europa.eu/en/publicationdetail/-/publication/9b2369de-3539-11ec-bd8e-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source244668305



Regional ecosystem in-depth mapping for the Region of Gelderland: https://op.europa.eu/en/publicationdetail/-/publication/3fd2d666-353a-11ec-bd8e-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source244668305



Regional ecosystem in-depth mapping for the Region of Navarra: https://op.europa.eu/en/publicationdetail/-/publication/8d6f6afa-3539-11ec-bd8e-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source244668305



Regional ecosystem in-depth mapping for the Region of Pomorskie: https://op.europa.eu/en/publicationdetail/-/publication/4dce3e89-353a-11ec-bd8e-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source244668305



Regional ecosystem in-depth mapping for the Region of Malopolska: https://op.europa.eu/en/publicationdetail/-/publication/b396ae10-3538-11ec-bd8e-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source244668305



Regional
ecosystem
in-depth
mapping
for
the
Region
of
Helsinki-Uusimaa:
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/aaba47c2-353b-11ec-bd8e01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-244668305



Regional ecosystem in-depth mapping for the
Region of
Northern
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/a46875e0-3539-11ec-bd8e01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-244669402

Ireland:

The in-depth mappings below were published in the context of the EER Phase I:


Regi onal ecos ystem ma pping: Regi on of Catalonia: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/2775dfa2-ac57-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-search



Regi onal ecosystem ma pping: Region of Central Macedonia: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/aa2a1910-b110-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-136361577



Regi onal ecos ystem ma pping: Regi on of Flanders: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/018ae698-b10e-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-136361359



Regi onal ecos ystem ma pping: Regi on of Île-de-France: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/f74e9779-b10f-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-search



Regi onal ecos ystem ma pping: Region of Lombardy: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/7f93bc04-b111-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/languageen?WT.mc_id=Searchresult&WT.ria_c=41957&WT.ria_f=5702&WT.ria_ev=search



Regional ecosystem mapping: Region of Lower Austria: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/f6442c58-b10f-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-search



Regi onal ecos ystem ma pping: Region of Marche: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/c175ecf7-b112-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-136361523
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Regi onal ecosystem ma pping: Regi on of North Brabant: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/8bdf71ca-aac4-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-136361523



Regi onal ecosystem mapping: Region of Northern and Western Ireland: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publicationdeta il/-/publication/0fa21766-b112-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-136361359



Regi onal ecos ystem ma pping: Region of Western Greece: https ://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/cf82c68d-ba77-11ea-811c-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-244668135
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Appendix B EERII Action Plans
Attached as a separate document.
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Appendix C EERII Policy Hackathon report
The EERII Policy Hackathon report is attached as a separate document in Appendix B to this final report .
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Appendix D Guidebook on interlinking entrepreneurial ecosystems
The guidebook is attached in a separate document sent with this final report.
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Appendix E – EERII Final event workshop report
Agenda
The EERII Final Event took place in Helsinki on Tuesday 30 th of November 2021. The event was organised in
cooperation with the Region of Helsinki-Uusimaa who kickstarted their EER year.
Table 7 Agenda of the EERII final event
T im e

S e ssion

13:00

O pening session
Apostolos G. Tzitzikostas, President of European Committee of the regions (video)
Ossi Savolainen, Regional Mayor, Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Council
Mari Holopainen, Vice Chair of Startup Working group of Finnish Parliament
Mave Rute, Deputy Director General, DG Grow, European Commission

13:30

Bus inesses and entrepreneurs driving green and digital transition
Moderator: Kari Herlevi, Project Director, Finnish Innovation Fund
Tuuli Mäkelä, Head of Marketing, ZenRobotics
Sauli Böhm, CEO, ResQ
Phil Brown, VP Business Dev. and Strategy, Circularise
Petri Alava, CEO, Infinited Fiber

14:15

Building a w orld-class entrepreneurship e cosystem in Helsinki-Uusimaa
Moderator: Kari Herlevi, Project Director, Finnish Innovation Fund
Fredrik Pressler, CEO, Posintra
Jouni Lounasmaa, CEO, Startup Foundation
Mikko Järvinen, Project Manager, Haaga-Helia University of Applied Sciences

15:00

Coffee break

15:30

S caling up across European regions
Corina Barbu, EISMEA, European Commission
André Meyer, European Commission, SME Policy
Piotr Zajaczkowski, Committee of the Regions (online)
Laura Roman, Technopolis Group and Isabelle de Voldere, IDEA Consult
Tess Rutgers van Rozenburg, Ideas from Europe (online)

16:00

E E R Regions’ experience for future collaboration
Moderator: Lena Tsipouri, University of Athens
Pitches from EER Regions’ representatives
Montse Daban, BIOCAT Cluster Catalonia
Maria Goulaptsi, Region of Central Macedonia
Sergio Pérez García, General Director of External Action, Navarra Regional Government
Magdalena Skulimowska, Pomorskie Regional Government
Karin Herzog, Ecoplus Lower Austria (online)
Coen de Graaf, North-Brabant Region
Followed by a roundtable discussion on the why and how the EER cooperation should continue, and how the EER
cooperation model should support the green and digital transitions in the regions.

17:00

Closing remarks and invitation to join Helsinki-Uusimaa EER year 2022
André Meyer, European Commission, SME Policy
Markku Markkula, Chairman of Board, Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Council
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Summary of discussions
Being the event a joint event together with the Helsinki-Uusima Region to celebrate the start of their EER yea, some
of the discussions were focussed on the role of the Helsinki-Uusimaa region in the coming EER year. Likewise, all the
speakers congratulated the region for being the only one who has been awarded with the European Entrepreneurial
Region Award twice.
Opening session
The opening session included a recorded video speech from Apostolos Tzitzikostas, President of European
Committee of the Regions, who congratulated the Helsinki-Uusimaa region for their recognition. He also highlighted
that the Covid-19 crisis has shown that in spite of the uncertain scenario we are living at the moment, the SMEs
remain the backbone of the economy and we should be able to develop immediate responses and to stimulate the
climate to support SMEs. The COR remains fully committed to supporting regions and its SMEs working on the green
and digital recovery.
The representative of the Helsinki-Uusiamma Regional Council, Juha Eskelinen, talked about the business
environment in the region, its strengths, and its vision for the upcoming EER year, including its vision focused on
Green and digital entrepreneurship.
The Finnish Parliament was represented by Mari Holopainen, Vice Chair of the Start-up Working Group, also
mentioned the importance of supporting start-ups and SMEs to have a successful transition. She also elaborated in
the different success factors that make Helsinki a successful ecosystem for Start-ups and companies.
Finally, Mave Rute, Deputy Director General at DG Grow, highlighted how there is no one Silicon Valley in the EU,
but several ones as the European Entrepreneurial Regions show. Also, the project can be used as a blueprint to foster
and promote interregional collaboration among regions.
Businesses and entrepreneurs driving green and digital transition
The second session included presentations from four start-ups working on the twin transition, green and digital. The
start-ups were: ZenRobotics, ResQ, Circularise and Infinited Fiber.
They all presented how important is to scale up innovations to make their products and services available for all
consumers. However, it is often easier when innovation is driven by a demand of consumers and cu stomers.
Collaboration across industries and countries will also be beneficial to speed up the development of said innovations
and technologies.
Building a world-class entrepreneurship ecosystem in Helsinki-Uusimaa
The third session focused on how to a top-class entrepreneurship ecosystem has been built in the Helsinki-Uusimaa
region. The speakers highlighted the role of the university providing the right skills, mostly in the case of applied
sciences and its application to the digital transition. They also noted that young entrepreneurs are more and more
interested in sustainable topics and challenges, and they see an increased number of start-ups addressing
sustainability challenges on their work and proposition. They also mentioned that until now the main challenge was
to acquire enough capital for the start-ups, whereas now an increasing challenge is to get the required skills.
Scaling up across European regions
The next session included speeches from Corina Barbu, Project Officer from EISMEA, and Piotr Zajaczkowski from
the Committee of the Regions. They both congratulated the Helsinki-Uusiamaa region for their recognition as
entrepreneurial region a second time, while also celebrated the achievements of the regions participating in the
project.
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Laura Roman, Senior Consultant at Technopolis Group, and Isabelle de Voldere, Senior Consultant at IDEA Consult,
as part of the consortium working on the project, presented the work done by the regions in the last year and a half,
presenting the methodology that was implemented as well as the main deliverables and achievements of the project.
Finally, Tess Rutgers van Rozenburg, from Ideas from Europe, presented the methodology implemented in the Policy
Hackathon that took place a few weeks ago in the context of the SME Assembly as well as their work on the
regulatory compass.
EER Regions’ experience for future collaboration
There was also time for the EER regions participating in the project to present their experiences and how they see
the continuation of the work that has been started. The speakers briefly presented the work they have done in the
project using the PechaKucha technique. After the presentations, there was a round of discussion and comments.
The speakers all agreed on the importance of these projects and activities, since it gives them the opportunity to
work closely with other regions who are at a similar stage of development, and with whom they can implement
collaboration opportunities.
They all agreed that interregional cooperation is a must nowadays and that the project allow them to develop
collaborations. At the question of how many regions should be involved in collaborations, they all agreed that there
is no ideal number as long as the involved regions are active and willing to work together. In general, Interreg Europe
is also considered as a good funding instrument to support these collaborations.
The participating speakers and regions were: Montse Daban, BIOCAT Cluster Catalonia; Ma ria Goulaptsi, Region of
Central Macedonia; Sergio Pérez García, General Director of External Action, Navarra Regional Government;
Magdalena Skulimowska, Pomorskie Regional Government; Karin Herzog, Ecoplus Lower Austria; and Coen de Graaf,
North-Brabant Region.
Closing remarks and invitation to join Helsinki-Uusimaa EER year 2022
The closing remarks were by André Meyer, Policy Officer working on SME Policy and Policy Officer in charge of the
project at DG Grow – European Commission, and Markku Markkula, Chairman of Board, Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional
Council. Marku Markkula closed the event saying that “Helsinki-Uusimaa is not only a geographical region, but also
a mindset”.

Summary of the study visit
On Tuesday, November 30th, there was a study visit to the XR Center5 in Helsinki. The visit included presentations
from the XR center on the services they offer, and the work done in their facilities. After the presentation, the
participants had the opportunity to try and experiment the different augmented reality glasses they had on the
center.

List of attendants
The final event was attended by the following participants in person from the EER project:
Table 8 List of attendants to the EER final event in person

5

Na me

Re g ion / Organisation

Andre Meyer

European Commission

Coen de Graaf

North Brabant

XR Center: https://helsinkixrcenter.com
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Erik Lammers

North Brabant

Isabelle Voldere

EER Project Team

Lena Tsipouri

EER Project Team

Lukasz Dombroski

Pomorskie

Magdalena Skulimowska

Pomorskie

Maialen Perez

EER Project Team

Maria Goulaptsi

Central Macedonia

Marleen van Boheemen

Gelderland

Martina Fraoli

EER Project Team

Montserrat Daban Marin

Catalonia

Paschalina Mavroudi

Central Macedonia

Patrick Jordens

Flanders

Sergio Pérez García

Navarra

Uxue Itoiz

Navarra

Matt Kurleto

Pomorskie

Phil Brown

Circularise
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